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Mahar or commonly called belis strongly related to systematic social life. This means that if no belis means no marriage. The research was conducted at the Ende Flores, East Nusa Tenggara. Belis, or lumrahnya known as a wedding dowry in marriage in other parts of Indonesia typically given spurious but not so in the Ende Flores, East Nusa Tenggara. Belis, also expressed as a dowry, dowry amount is exceeded in general. Ende on Flores society, dowry or even sometimes can be belis their livestock such as cattle or buffalo horse. Silver elephant ivory can be used belis for people in Ende Flores because it is considered very valuable.

The research was conducted in the city of Ende Flores. The problem this study is the large number of belis or affect the dower pregnant at the Ende Flores East Nusa Tenggara and How do I determine the amount of dowry in marriage belis or society Ende Flores East Nusa Tenggara. The answers to these questions are expected to determine the effect of the amount of dowry to the occurrence of pregnancy outside of marriage in society Ende Flores and to know how to choose the amount of dowry in the city of Ende Flores. This research uses qualitative research. While the paradigm used is phenomenological paradigm. The method used in this study were observation, interviews, and documentation. To analyze the data, the researchers used a qualitative descriptive.

Based on the results of field research can be seen that the large number of factors influence dowry pregnant out of wedlock. In the traditional town of Ende, dowry is a gift from a husband obliged to his future wife. The number of dowry is varied between one area to another. It is tailored to the family tradition of women. Mahar should not be deducted from the applicable customary provisions, the views of the social strata, economic and educational. When the dowry amount is reduced from the customary provisions would cause embarrassment to the family bride the woman.